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Choie set generation for iterated DTA simulations





a paths is a onneted sequene of nodes in a network
•
onept of path arries over to travel plan
•
DTA simulations: huge (path) hoie sets
•
objetive: eient path sampling from arbitrary distributions
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hoie proess: deision maker n...
1. onsiders a set C
n
of alternatives
2. selets one alternative i from that set
•
two modeling questions:





, what hoie i is made?
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Choie set and hoie
•


































the hoie set is deisive for the simulated hoie!
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Modeling of path hoie sets
•
diult beause real hoie set is typially not observable
•
two broad lasses of methods
 modeling of onsideration sets
◮
deterministi (e.g., K-SP) or stohasti (randomized SP)
◮
unrealisti: fail to apture the hosen alternative




sampling protool generates operational subset
◮
orret for sampling in the estimation
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How to sample from large (path) hoie sets?
•
approah
 give every path i ∈ C a weight b(i) > 0
 sampling probability q(i) shall be ∝ b(i)
•













1. set iteration ounter k = 0
2. selet arbitrary initial state i
k
3. repeat beyond stationarity
3.1 draw andidate state j from proposal distribution q(ik , j)
3.2 ompute aeptane probability






3.3 with probability α(ik , j), let ik+1 = j ; else, let ik+1 = ik
3.4 inrease k by one
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Convergene of MH algorithm
•
given
 a nite state spae
 positive weights b(i)
 an irreduible
1
proposal distribution q(i , j)







proposal distribution q(i , j) ruial for onvergene speed
 too little variability: slow onvergene
 too muh variability: random searh
1
every state an (eventually) reah every other state
2
long-term state overage of the proess
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a state i = (Γ, a, b, ) onsists of
 a path Γ
 three node indies a < b <  within that path
•




intuitive: weight exp[−µδ(Γ)] with path ost δ(Γ) and µ ≥ 0
•










 re-sample (uniformly) a < b <  within path Γ
•
SPLICE operation
 sample a node v near the path segment Γ(a) . . . Γ()
 onnet Γ(a) to v
 onnet v to Γ()
 let new b point at v , update 
•
ombined proposal: randomly selet one proedure
•
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(a) µ = 0.0 (b) µ = 2.0 () µ = 4.0
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(a) µ = 0.0 (b) µ = 2.0 () µ = 4.0
• χ2 test does not rejet hypothesis: sample from target distr.
 test statistis: 198.93, 177.29, 157.69 for µ = 0, 2, 4
 0.5, 0.9, 0.95 quantiles: 168.33, 192.95, and 200.33
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(a) µ = 0.01 (b) µ = 0.02 () µ = 0.04
•
for independent draws, extrat every 10 000th route
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performane is quite problem spei
 narrow target distribution → faster
 origin/destination nearby → faster
 small overall network (or preproessing) → faster
 missing some routes unritial→ faster
 simple proposal distribution → probably faster
•
Tel-Aviv example: order of 10
3 . . . 104 iterations per minute
•
main bottlenek: many shortest path tree omputations
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Outlook: hoie set formation in the simulation loop

















Metropolis-Hastings sampling of paths
 generalizes to all-day travel plans
 well-speied hoie set distributions
•
operational implementation
 upoming re-implementation of BIOROUTE
 quite eient (but an be tuned further)
•
onsisteny with iterated DTA simulations
 iterated simulation onstitutes Markov hain
 so does Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
 speiation of one joint hain
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